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When John Prag took over as the Director of IT for Bruno, Gerbino, and Soriano, LLP he quickly discovered a top 
priority. The backup product being used was not functioning correctly and backups weren't being performed properly, 
leaving the �rm vulnerable to business interruption in case of any IT outage. By turning to Axcient, BG&S was able to 
quickly deploy an enterprise-grade solution that now provides local and cloud-based data protection and recovery which 
was put to the test when a critical server crashed.   

WHO
Law �rm practicing 
General Liability, 
Appellate, No Fault 
Insurance and First Party 
Insurance

SIZE
35 attorneys

LOCATION
New York & New Jersey

IT ENVIRONMENT
5 servers, including: MS 
Exchange server, ProLaw 
server, a domain controller 
and 1 virtual machine 
running VMware 

DATA
2.5 TB of data

ONE OF MY VMWARE VIRTUAL SERVERS 
CRASHED, INTERRUPTING ACCESS TO THE DATA 
AND APPLICATIONS. HOWEVER, I WAS ABLE 
TO SPIN UP THAT SERVER WITH AXCIENT AND 
MY FIRM WAS UP AND RUNNING AGAIN IN 
JUST MINUTES.

John Prag
Director of IT
BG&S

BG&S AT-A-GLANCE

Legacy backup product was not working properly

Firm was vulnerable to IT outages

No offsite data protection in place

Axcient Business Recovery Cloud for local & cloud protection

Failover and cloud virtualization for true business continuity

Unlimited DR testing in sandbox environment at no additional cost

Local and cloud protection for all servers and applications

Quick server failover ensured continued operations when a critical server crashed
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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

BRUNO, GERBINO, AND 
SORIANO, LLP

INDUSTRY: LEGAL



Working in a law �rm, having continuous access to billing, email, and case management applications is critical. A failed server 
and lost access to data and applications could result in missed court dates, billing confusion and, ultimately, revenue loss and 
brand damage. When John Prag joined BG&S as the new Director of IT, he realized that the company did not have any plan or 
solution that would guarantee access to its IT infrastructure.

“Everything — our data and applications — was sitting locally so we were one of�ce �re away from a serious disaster that could 
be detrimental to our practice,” said Prag. His immediate task was to ensure that not even a natural disaster or power outage 
would impact the attorneys and staff.

Prag came across Axcient and was attracted to the fact that it provides local and cloud protection. “I wanted a solution that 
would give us disaster recovery and true business continuity,” said Prag. “We needed a secure place to offsite our data, and 
using Axcient just made sense.”

He implemented the Axcient solution and felt relieved that his IT infrastructure was no longer prone to disaster. 

“Our servers are now being backed up with Axcient using a physical appliance and all that data is securely replicated to the cloud now,” said Prag. “With Axcient, our 
data and applications are now safeguarded and I no longer have to worry about making sure the Firm’s data is protected in case of a local or geographical disaster.” 

Axcient takes a snapshot image of the �rm's entire IT environment (including physical and virtual servers) which is securely replicated to Axcient's state-of-the-art data center. 
If BG&S ever does encounter a disaster, it can restore individual �les, emails, databases, or entire systems from any point in time in minutes.

It seems Prag made the right choice at the right time, because not long after Axcient was successfully deployed he had to put it to the test in a real emergency situation that 
would have interrupted the practice.

“One of my VMware virtual servers crashed, interrupting access to the data and applications. However, I was able to spin up that server with Axcient and my �rm was up 
and running again in just minutes.” Having the ability to failover locally and to the cloud gave Prag the business continuity that his practice needed. 

“It’s necessary for us to perform disaster recovery testing to ensure our solution is working properly,” said Prag. “Axcient provides us DR testing in a sandboxed or 
production environment at no additional cost and we have taken advantage of that.”

“The Axcient solution worked out nicely, and it is very easy to use and con�gure,” said Prag. “The Web-based interface provides a simple dashboard showcasing 
successful backup jobs, health of servers and recovery options with one click. Your entire IT infrastructure can be managed from a single interface allowing the IT manager 
to spend less time managing the solution. I would strongly recommend Axcient to any law �rm, especially if they’re still using a legacy backup product."

A FIRE AWAY FROM A SERIOUS IT DISASTER 

LOCAL AND CLOUD BASED DISASTER RECOVERY

A REAL OUTAGE PUTS AXCIENT TO THE TEST

John Prag
Director of IT
BG&S

IT’S NECESSARY FOR US TO 
PERFORM DISASTER 
RECOVERY TESTING TO 
ENSURE OUR SOLUTION IS 
WORKING PROPERLY. 
AXCIENT PROVIDES US DR 
TESTING IN A SANDBOXED 
OR PRODUCTION 
ENVIRONMENT AT NO 
ADDITIONAL COST AND WE 
HAVE TAKEN ADVANTAGE 
OF THAT.


